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THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN-MINISTRY OF EDUCATION 

GENERAL SECONDARY CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION 2019 

GENERAL ENGLISH  
DATE:  july 4th  / 2020                                                                                                    TIME: TWO HOURS  

لجميع الفروع                                          اجب عن جميع األسئلة  

Read the following text carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer all the 

questions that follow. Your answer should be based on the text. 

Many classrooms now use a whiteboard as a computer screen. As a consequence, teachers can 

show websites on the board in front of the class. Teachers can then use the Internet to show 

educational programmes, play educational games, music, recordings of languages, and so on. 

 

In some countries, tablet computers are available for students to use in class. Therefore, 

students can use the tablets to do tasks such as showing photographs, researching information, 

recording interviews and creating diagrams. Tablets are ideal for pair and group work. 

 

Most young people communicate through social media, by which they send each other photos 

and messages via the Internet. Some students like to send messages that are under 140 letters 

for anyone to read.  

Students can use social media on their computers to help them with their studies, including 

asking other students to check and compare their work, asking questions and sharing ideas. 

The teacher must be part of the group, too, to monitor what is happening. 

The first section: (60 points) 

1. The internet can be used to educate people in a variety of ways. What are they?  

A) As a computer screen   B) To show educational programmes, play educational games 

C) To show websites on the board in front of the class D) to check and compare their work. 

 

2. Why do many class rooms now use whiteboards as a computer screen? 

A) Recording interviews and creating diagrams.  B) To help them with their studies. 

C)Teachers can then use the Internet.  D) Teachers can show websites on the board in front of 

the class. 

3. Why should teachers be part of students’ groups on social media? 

A) to monitor what is happening.     B) to help them with their studies   C) to check and 

compare their work.    D) Students can use social media on their computers. 

 

4. Find a word in the above text which means “to know what is happening and you are 

following the development”.  
A)share      B) monitor    C) communicate   D) check 

5. Which sentence indicates that most students like to send short messages?  

A) As a result, students can then share information and help each other with tasks. 

B) Most young people communicate through social media. 

C) Some students like to send messages that are under 140 letters for anyone to read. 

D) Tablets are ideal for pair and group work. 
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TEXT B:  

Studio schools are pioneering schools which receive funding as well as support from private 

businesses, and which seek to encourage young people to undertake a less conventional form 

of secondary education.  

 Students follow a tailor-made curriculum at the school, including subjects such as 

Astronomy and Astrophysics. Prominent scientists and engineers are brought in as guest 

lecturers, with students aiming to achieve top grades in their Math and Science exams. When 

they leave school, they will be well-placed to take any number of different career paths. 

‘Excellent grades in science and technology subjects can open many doors and lead to a variety 

of career opportunities.’ 

 

6. Space Schools teach their students special subjects related to space. Mention two examples 

of such subjects. 

A) A tailor-made curriculum at the school.  B) Science and technology subjects.  

C) Astronomy and Astrophysics.   D) scientists and engineers. 

7. Who support studio schools? 

A) Scientists and engineers     B) private businesses    C) astronauts   D) pioneering schools 

 

8. What does the underlined word “they” refer to”?  

A) Students            B) exams         C) lecturers      D) engineers 

A: Choose the best answer from those given to complete each of the following items. Then 

write down your answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET.   

9. When people talk about ______ growth, they can mean either an improvement in the 

average standard of living.  

A) economic    B) arithmetic    C) interpret     D) make 

10. If something seems very strange, we sometimes say it is________ 

(viable,     alien ,     conventional,    complementary)  

11. Be very careful when you answer the questions, and try not to…… a mistake.  

A)do      B) get     C) make     D) catch 

12.  If you are polite, you won’t……………………or upset anybody.  

A)Cause offence     B) patient     C) make  difference    D) draw up  

13. In hot countries, solar_______ is an important source of energy. 

A)neutral    B)pedestrian     C)power   D)renewable  
14. Children are often more ………… than adults.  

A)adapt       B)adaptation    C)adaptable        D)adapted 

15. If you work hard, I’m sure you will……………………. 

 A)success           B)  successful            C) succeed     D) successfully 
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16. Have you seen Nasser’s……………… of postcards? He’s got hundreds!  

A) collection           B) collect         C) collective   D) collectively  

17. The local economy is overwhelmingly__________ on oil and gas extraction.  

 A) depend         B)  dependence           C)  dependently    D) dependent  

18. If you…………. to learn a new language, you need to be motivated. 

A)wants          B) had wanted        C) want             D) wanted ) 

19. You _________ there for more than two hours when she finally arrived. 

A)have been waiting    B)had been waiting    C)have waited   D)wait  

20. Next Friday is my brother's birthday. I ______him a gift. 

A)was going to buy        B)have bought    C) am going to buy          D)buy  

21. In 2010 CE, the first tablet computer ______ 

A)produced       B)were produced        C) had produced          D)was produced 

22. Many hospitals plan ______robots to help nurses in the future. 

A)to use              B)had used          C) have used             D)using 

23. It isn't normal for Jordanian people to eat sea food.  

Jordanian people ……………………………… sea food. 

A)are used to eating   B)are not used to eating   C)did not use to eat   D)used to eat)  

24.  “ I have never been to the United States. “ 

Rania said that she ………………to the United States.  

A) had never been   B) has never been    C)have never been    D)would never be  

25. Queen Rania opened the Children’s Museum of Jordan in 2007 CE. 

The person …………………………………………………………… 

a) who opened the Children’s Museum of Jordan in 2007 CE was Queen Rania. 

b) who Queen Rania opened Museum of Jordan in 2007 CE was the Children’s. 

c) when Queen Rania opened the Children’s Museum of Jordan was 2007 CE. 

d) which Queen Rania opened in 2007 CE was the Children’s Museum of Jordan.  

26. Watching sports on TV is not as exciting as watching sports alive.  

Watching sports alive is ……………………………… watching sports on TV. 

A)more exciting than    B)the most exciting    C)less exciting than    D) as exciting  

27. Are all children allowed to do this exercise?  

Could you tell me ……………………………………………..?  

a)  if all children were allowed to do this exercise?   

b)  if all children are allowed to do this exercise? 

c) all children are allowed to do this exercise? 

d) if are all children allowed to do this exercise? 

28. Many experts have proved that exercise reduces stress. 

Exercise ………………………to reduce stress.  

A)have been proved  D)had been proved  C)has been proved  D) was proved 
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29. Ahmad did not pass his final exams. If only he …………hard.  

A)has worked    B) had worked  C) had not worked   D) does not work  

30. What's the name of the girl …….. won the tennis tournament? 

A)whose            B)where,            C)who            D)which) 

31. 2001 was the year ……. terrorists attacked the Twin Towers in New York. 

A)who                B) which             C) where,          D)when  

32. I can’t do this exercise and I wish I …………….………. it. 

A) understand,          B) understood,         C)understands,         D)do not understand)  

33. Joining a gym can be very tiring at first if you ………. much exercise. 

A)used to do       B) are not used to doing    C) didn’t use to do      D)is not used to doing) 

34. Students don’t like doing Music and Art ……………. they like doing Math. 

A) as many as      B) more       C)as much as      D)the most  

35. Al-Kindi was a physician, philosopher, mathematician and __________. 

Choose the correctly spelt word.  

A)chamist   B)chemist  C)chimist    D) khemist  

36. Masdar City will be a blueprint for future _______ planning.  

Choose the correctly spelt word.  

A)urban      B)arban       C)urpan    B) erban 

37. It is believe that women live longer than men. Correct the underlined word.  

A)believes   B)believed    C)has believed      D) believing 

38. We know that we need to eat well and took regular exercise. Correct the underlined word. 

A)takes    B)taken    C) take   D)has taken  

39. Choose the correct punctuation mark 

 I’m very familiar with colloquial Arabic __which is what my family speaks and understands. 

 a)   .      b)  ,      c)  :    d)  !  

40.  Keep your _________ short and simple. Choose the correctly spelt word.  

A)presentetion       B) bresentation         C)presentation   D) presentasion    

 

 

 

 

 

The End 

 مع اطيب امنياتي لكم بالنجاح والتوفيق 

 األستاذ: يوسف رياض غوادرة 


